Shauna Grace
Shauna is a top rated psychic medium, empath specialist, and medical intuitive. Shauna is also
rated one of the top 4 best angel communicators in the World and top 15 Best Psychic Mediums
by the American Federation of Certified Psychics and Mediums.
As a young child, Shauna would see and feel spirits and angels around her. She always had the
capacity to feel when someone was ill even without physical symptoms. She tried to shut down
her gifts. However, this self-deprecation ended up backfiring on her after her Father
passed away when she was just 19 years old.
After several traumatic events, Shauna finally realized that the sights and abilities God gave her
were meant to serve through helping others heal, by connecting them with the other side and
supporting the sacred intuition and abilities that are within all of us.
As time went on Shauna started harnessing her gifts and expanding upon them through
conducting session for friends, college professors, and eventually professional workshops and
galleries. Shauna has even broken into the Corporate World by working for Microsoft, and
several other companies through offering exclusive workshops on how to utilize your intuition in
business settings! She has also taught workshops all around the country and is a regular at
Hollywood Industry events as a special guest speaker and psychic reader to the stars.
She is a contributor in the literary field. Her contributions include "Your Pets in the Afterlife,"
and "How the Best Psychics, Mediums and Light workers In the World Connect with God, Angels
and the Afterlife-Volume 3," by Maximillian De Lafayette.
She has been heard on a variety of radio programs including, "Cosmic Contract with Pam
Drinnon," and has been a guest on, "The Rock n' Roll Psychic Radio Show," a co-host on the
"Deliberate Creation Radio show," and featured on the television program CU@USC and has
her own paranormal healing show on Live.me.
Shauna is considered a celebrity psychic in the Los Angeles area and is dedicated to helping
people heal their own pain bodies and unlock the sacred intuition that is within all of us.

"You are worthy of self healing. You are worthy of self love. You are worthy of trusting
your Divine intuition. You are worthy of allowing your light to shine! " Shauna Grace

